
IA-60.01
Building Area: (sf)
6,500 sf

Cost per Square Foot: 
$167

Construction Cost
$1,033,056

Date of Completion:
June 2021

Program Summary:
An existing university auditorium was renovated to add a video wall 
allowing remote interactive sessions and display teaching videos and 
slides

Program Statement:
The program was to renovate an existing university auditorium to include 
providing a 32’ wide x 9’ tall video wall to serve multiple functions.  
Because the auditorium is in the School of Nursing at the university the 
nursing program will utilize the new capabilities being able to stream 
course content and power point curriculum.  The video wall is large 
enough to split into two screens so written content can be displayed on 
one half and slides or pictures on the other half and still be readable from 
the rear of the 350 seat space.  The university president intends to use 
the space to host remote conferences, including streaming from multiple 
remote locations with the additional capability to hold panel discussions 
and presentations using the screen for graphic content.

Built in 1985 the auditorium had fluorescent lighting with a relatively low 
ceiling height.  To increase the feeling and apparent height of the space, 
the renovation incorporates today’s technology with dimmable LED 
lighting arranged in a random pattern with the exposed structure and 
infrastructure painted black as if looking into a night sky.  As a 
counterpoint to the video screen size and appearance with it is not on, 
the surrounding area woodwork is suggestive of a giant pixelated pattern 
for interest and allows hanging banners etc. on each side of the video 
wall.  Decorative dimmable LED pilasters were installed to conceal 
existing columns and to provide a grass pattern alluding to the native 
environment of the school’s tiger mascot.
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